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ECFA Detector R&D Roadmap TF1
Gaseous Detectors Symposium

Technologies: overview, limitations and perspectives.
oMPGD: GEM, Micromegas, THGEM, uRWELL, and other ongoing developments
o RPC, MRPC, and other ongoing developments,
o Drift chambers, straw tubes, TGC, CSC, and other wire chambers
o PID: TPC, TRD, RICH and other large area detectors

Future applications.
o Tracking and muon detection at future colliders
o TPCs at future lepton and lepton-hadron colliders (TPCs, drift chambers, large volume gaseous detectors)
o Nuclear physics applications (tracking, extremely low mass detectors, photon detection, TRD, neutron detection)
o Recoils imaging for DM, neutrino, and BSM physics applications (TPCs variations, optical readout)
o Semi-digital calorimetry (RPC, MPGD) at future colliders

Challenges and new developments.
o Detector stability (ageing, discharge issues) and rate capability: resistive electrodes
o Novel readout electrodes, optical readout, hybrids with ASICS
o Precise timing detectors
o IBF, photocathode stability and alternatives (including solid converters and nanotech)
o Precision manufacturing techniques (electrical and mechanical properties of detector components), additive

manufacturing and new materials (low mass, radio-purity)
o Eco gas mixtures and mitigations procedures for GHG gas (recirculation, recuperation etc.)

Development tools and R&D environment.
o Electronics (front-end and DAQ) for gaseous detectors R&D
o Software tools for detector physics simulations
o Infrastructures – development, testing and production facilities
o Relations with industry
o Networking – collaborations, technology dissemination and training

Applications beyond fundamental research.



• Start from current technologies and their limitations, future perspectives

• Future applications (but with no focus on the experiments)

• Focus on generic R&D and the challenges: pushing current technologies to the limits and 
developing new techniques

• Focus on common infrastructure, tools and test facilities, relation with industries, 
networking for supporting detector R&D 

• Applications beyond fundamental research 

TF1  strategy and concerns

The panel is pushing more on the experiment-oriented R&D 
• Promoting project-oriented R&D induces to focus on particular applications and 

paradoxically leads to restriction of possible fields of applications and size of
developer/user community

ECFA R&D Input sessionsè more focus on the projects and existing technologies. 
• Many R&D were not presented  (for example no-R&D presented in the future astro-

particle neutrino experiments talk)

We aim to cover as many R&D as possible (Matrix in preparation see backup)
We invite you to contact us and the speakers of the symposium  



TF1  questionnaire 



• Gaseous detector as Active layer in sampling calorimeter (TF1 and TF6)

• overlap with TF4 è Keep technology issue in TF1 
• Photon detectors, TPC, RICH  in TF1 and TF4
• dE/dx for PID - covered in TF1 and TF4
• TRD for PID - covered in TF1 and TF4
• RPC technologies used for ToF -> covered in TF1

• Additive manufacturing  and new materials in TF1 and TF5

• Picosecond ASICs and fast discrimination -- interface area with electronics 
TF7

Overlapping topics between TFs



BACKUP

Notes about TF1 matrix and the input sessions:

https://indico.cern.ch/event/994685/

https://indico.cern.ch/event/994687/
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Main Upgrade CMS/ATLAS in LS2/LS3, eco-gas 
studies on-going

Gaseous detectors at HL-LHC

Main Upgrade LHCB in LS4 (LS5)



Application -
Detector 
component

Technology Challanges From the input sessions

Inner tracker/PID MRPC, multi-GEM, 
RICH 

high spatial resolution, 
high rate/occupancy, 
fast/precise timing, 
radiation hardness, 
low mass

LHCb: option MPGD (instead of Scintillating Fibre 
tracker): requirements large area, low cost, high 
spatial resolution (70 um bending plane). 
RICH Radiators (C4F10): new eco-gas search 

Muon trigger and 
tracking

Multi-GEM, resistive-
GEM, Micromegas, 
micro-pixel 
Micromegas, RPC, 
RWELL, TSG, Drift 
chambers

stability, ageing, large 
area, low cost, space 
resolution, eco gases, 
spark-free 

-Rates up to several MHz/cm2 in the inner regions 
-Efficiency > 95% within 25 ns -Stability up to 10 
C/cm2 accumulated charge in 10 years of 
operation" 

LHCb: uRwell

Existing chambers remain 
Atlas: RPC, Drift tubes, Micromegas, TRD, TSG ; 
CMS: RPC, Drift tubes, Triple-GEM, CSC.
New gas mixture with lower environment impact

– R&D for LS4 (LS5) projects over next five (ten) years

Gaseous detectors at HL-LHC



EW-Higgs-Top Factories (ee) linear colliders



Application 
- Detector 
component

Technology Challanges From the input sessions

Inner 
tracker/PID

multi-GEM, 
Micromegas, GEM + 
pixel readout , InGrid
(integrated Micromegas 
grid with pixel readout), 
Drift Chamber, RICH

high spatial 
resolution, high 
rate/occupancy, 
fast/precise timing, 
radiation hardness, 
low mass, 4D 
tracking, Drift 
Chamber 
transparency, 
cluster counting

Significant beam-induced backgrounds:

In-time pile-up of hadronic background: granularity for 
topological rejection

CLIC (more challenging wr.t ILC): 
- small Δtbunch (0.5 ns) results in out-of-time pile-up:
ns-level timing in many detector systems

- radiation environment and the particle density at Linear 
Colliders is benign compared to HL-LHC

- particle ID systems - improved flavour tagging with 
better π/K separation via TOF or other means

TPCs: Central challenge to reach high resolution in a 
robust way: controlling ExB effects, field 
distortions,eliminating ion backflow while keeping 
transparency. 

• Light materials, low-power readout to reduce required 
material for cooling: Advances in all “large-volume” 
technologies (TPCs, Drift Chambers, RICH counters) 
highly beneficial. 

EW-Higgs-Top Factories (ee) linear colliders



Application 
- Detector 
component

Technology Challanges From the input sessions

pre-
shower/EM 
CALO

GEM, THGEM RWELL, 
Micromega

HADRON 
CALO

GEM, THGEM RWELL, 
Micromegas, MRPC

high granularity, 
radiation hardness, 
large volume, 
excellent hit timing

(semi-) Digital hadron calorimetry
• Primary technology RPCs, also MPGDs:
- Scalability to very large areas: ~ 10 000 m2, while keeping 
uniformity of response and avalanche properties.
- Requires eco-friendly gas solutions to enable long-term 
operation of large systems
- Adding few 10 ps-level time resolution for some layers: Highly 
compact, scalable MRPC layers

Muon 
trigger and 
tracking

GEM, THGEM, RWELL, 
Micromegas, RPC

stability, ageing, 
large area, low cost, 
space resolution, no 
greenhouse gases, 
spark-free 

- similar requirements as for calorimeter, but coarser 
segmentation or strip-based readout

EW-Higgs-Top Factories (ee) linear colliders



EW-Higgs-Top Factories (ee) circular colliders
FCC-ee

FCC-ee

Belle II Upgrade



EW-Higgs-Top Factories (ee) circular colliders: FCC-ee



Application -
Detector 
component Technology Challanges From the input sessions

Inner 
tracker/TPC/Drift 
chambers

multi-GEM, Micromegas, 
GEM + pixel readout , 
InGrid (integrated 
Micromegas grid with pixel 
readout), Drift Chamber, 
RICH

high spatial resolution, 
high rate/occupancy, 
fast/precise timing, 
radiation hardness, low 
mass, 4D tracking, Drift 
Chamber trasparency, 
cluster counting

BELLEII Upgrade: 
Replacement for drift chamber under study: CMOS MAPS for
inner part or TPC option

FCC-ee: 
IDEA: Extremely transparent (Radius 0.35 – 2.00 m)
Drift Chamber 
(TPC non feasible due to high rate (70 kHz/cm2) and low B 
field --> considered at CEPC)

pre-shower/EM 
CALO

GEM, THGEM RWELL, 
Micromega, RPC

FCCee
Preshower: μRWell chambers

HADRON CALO GEM, THGEM RWELL, 
Micromegas, MRPC

high granularity, 
radiation hardness, 
large volume, excellent 
hit timing

FCCee
CLD / CALICE-like: Steel/glass RPC

Muon trigger 
and tracking

GEM, THGEM, RWELL, 
Micromegas, RPC

stability, ageing, large 
area, low cost, space 
resolution, no 
greenhouse gases, 
spark-free 

Fcc-ee: 
3-7 layers being considered: 3000-6000 m2: 
RPC (30 × 30 mm2 cells) or μRWell chambers (1.5 × 500 mm2 
cells)

EW-Higgs-Top Factories (ee) circular colliders



High-energy hadron collider



High-energy hadron collider



Application -
Detector 
component Technology Challanges From the input sessions

Inner tracker
Micromegas, GEM, 
microRwell

high spatial resolution, 
good timing, radiation 
hard 

pre-shower/EM 
CALO

GEM, THGEM RWELL, 
Micromegas, FTM

high spatial resolution, 
high rate/occupancy, 
fast/precise timing, 
radiation hardness, 4D 
tracking

HADRON CALO
GEM, THGEM RWELL, 
Micromegas, FTM

high granularity, 
radiation hardness, 
large volume, excellent 
hit timing, 4D tracking

Muon trigger 
and tracking

GEM, THGEM, RWELL, 
Micromegas, RPC, FTM

stability, ageing, large 
area, low cost, space 
resolution, no 
greenhouse gases, spark-
free, excellent hit timing 

Muon detection in forward region: 
Expected rate in barrel 500 Hz/cm2. 
Excpected rates up to 500kHz for r > 1m . Position resolution 
requirments: 50µm position resolution and 70µrad
angular resolution (for η=0) to get ≤10% combined 
momentum resolution up to 20TeV/c

High-energy hadron collider



Strong Interactions Experiments at Future Colliders



Application -
Detector 
component Technology Challanges From the input sessions

Inner 
tracker/PID

Micromegas, GEM, 
microRwell, dual-
RICH, high-
pressure RICH

high spatial resolution, 
good timing, radiation hard 
, tolerance to magnetic field

- tracking barrel: TPC surrounded by MPGD or set of 
coaxial cylindrical MICROMEGAS or forward: 1 disk 
with GEMs with Cr electrodes

- - hadron PID forward: Dual-RICH fluorocarbon 
gaseous RICH, high pressure RICH (Ar @ 3.5 bar / 2 
bar n C4F10 @ 1 bar / CF4 @ 1 bar)

- Photon Detection Technologies requirements: High-
gain: 10^5 - 10^6
• high-resolution O(1mm pitch)
• Good timing (even with small signals): ≲ 800ps 
(mRICH, dRICH)
•Tolerance to magnetic field (1.5 - 3 T) and radiation 
(up to 10^11 neq/cm2): GEM-based photosensors 
(low-cost, radiation hard)

HADRON 
CALO

GEM, THGEM RWELL, 
Micromegas, FTM, 
RPC

high granularity, radiation 
hardness, large volume, 
excellent hit timing, 4D 
tracking

option RPC/DHCAL

Muon trigger 
and tracking

GEM, THGEM, RWELL, 
Micromegas, RPC, 
FTM

stability, ageing, large area, 
low cost, space resolution, no 
greenhouse gases, spark-free, 
excellent hit timing 

Strong Interactions Experiments at Future Colliders: EIC



Neutrino Long Baseline



Application -
Detector 
component Technology Challanges From the input sessions

Inner 
tracker/PID

Micromegas, high 
pressure TPC, double-
phase TPC

very large 
volume,radio purity

DUNE Far Detector: LArTPC
Anodes technologies: DP (double phase): 
In the double phase detector the electrons are extracted 
from the liquid Ar to a gaseous Ar volume within a strong 
electric field of 2 to 3 kV/cm and undergo afterwards a 
charge amplification though Large electron multiplier (LEM) 
before the signal is readout at the segmented anode. 

DUNE Near Detector (ND-GAr: High Pressure gas TPC (1t) + 
ECAL + magnet): includes high pressure 10 bar gaseous 
Argon TPC

Hyper-Kamiokande
High-Angle Time Projection Chambers : HA-TPC with 
MICROMEGAS at anode amplification. 

Muon tagging GEM, RPC, Micromegas, 
Ionization chambers

stability, ageing, 
large area, low 
cost, space 
resolution

Neutrino Long Baseline



Detector R&D requirements for future rare decay 
processes experiments (not colliders)



Application -
Detector 
component

Technology Challanges From the input sessions

Inner 
tracker/PID

Micromegas, THGEM, GEM, 
ACTIVE TPC, STRAW TUBES

high spatial resolution, 
occupancy, fast/precise 
timing, radiation 
hardness, low mass

NA62 
straw chambers with reduced diameter and material budget 
to increase rate capability ( 500 kHz/straw) and improved 
momentum resolution
Mu2e-II
Low-mass STRAW tracker
COMET
ultra-thin Straw tracker

Muon trigger 
and tracking Micromegas, THGEM, GEM

stability, ageing, large 
area, low cost, space 
resolution, no 
greenhouse gases, 
spark-free, excellent hit 
timing 

Detector R&D requirements for future rare decay 
processes experiments (not colliders)



Overview on Facilities

CR

HESR

SIS100

S-FRS

CBM

PANDA

NUSTAR

p-Linac
SIS18

APPA

p-Target

ISOLDE, EPIC

19.02.2021 24

(LHC FT)

Disclaimer: Not all existing facilities, projects and 
experiments covered today, partly still awaiting 
input and most probably inadvertently forgot some.

North Area: 
AMBER, NA60+, 
NA61, MuonE

Strong interaction at storage rings & fixed target

active targets (ACTAR-TPC, SPECMAT, ...)
• e.g. Micromega-based TPCs

https://www.ganil-spiral2.eu/scientists/ganil-spiral-2-facilities/instrumentation/actar/
https://isolde-solenoidal-spectrometer.web.cern.ch/specmat


Strong interaction at storage rings & fixed target



Application -
Detector 
component Technology Challanges From the input sessions

Inner 
tracker/PID

Micromegas, THGEM, GEM, 
ACTIVE TPC, STRAW TUBES, 
MRPC for TOF 

high spatial resolution, 
occupancy, fast/precise 
timing, radiation 
hardness, low mass

ACTAR-TPC, SPECMAT: ACTIVE TPC with MICROMEGA

AMBER TRACKING: 0.5 – 2 m diagonal-sized MPGD based 
trackers study (MWPCs substitution ): uRwell o resistive high 
granularity MICROMEGAS, reduced number of channel with 
zig-zag strips

AMBER Photon PID: R&D on high space resolution gaseous 
photon detectors for compact RICH approach: 
- mini pad resistive MM
- New photo-converting material approach using 
Hydrogenated Diamond nano grain

AMBER RICH: gas radiator solution with eco-gas alternatives 
to C4F10"

Muon trigger 
and tracking Micromegas, THGEM, GEM

stability, ageing, large 
area, low cost, space 
resolution, no 
greenhouse gases, 
spark-free, excellent hit 
timing 

NA60: GEM based muon tracker

Strong interaction at storage rings & fixed target



MUON COLLIDER



Application -
Detector 
component Technology Challanges From the input sessions

HADRON 
CALO

Micromegas, GEM + pixel 
readout , InGrid
(integrated Micromegas 
grid with pixel readout), 
FTM, RPC

high granularity, 
radiation hardness, 
large volume, excellent 
hit timing, 4D tracking

High longitudinal and transversal granularity 
(~1cm2)
High time resolution (few hundred of ps) to remove 
the BIB. 
High radiation hardness

Gaseous detector (large area, high rate capabilities 
and spatial resolution, rad-hard) options considered 
for readout layers 
• RPCs, GEM and Micromegas, Fast Timing 
MPGD (FTM).

Muon trigger 
and tracking

GEM, THGEM, RWELL, 
Micromegas, RPC

no greenhouse gases, 
spark-free, high spatial 
resultion, fast/precise 
timing

Muon Station(s) with rad-hard, high spatial, time 
resolution and high rate capability and two-track 
separation capable detectors; instrument large 
areas: RPC, MPGD

MUON COLLIDER



Non-accelerator experiments for 
Dark Matter search

high pressure gas TPC 
equipped with MPGD 
readouts

Double-phase TPC



Future 
Facilities

Application -
Detector 
component

Technology Challanges From the input sessions

non-
accelerator 
(Dark 
Matter 
search)

Tracking/PID
OpticalMPGD, 
Micromegas, 
GridPix, TPC

radio purity, 
cryogenic 
temperature,low
presure, high 
presure, xenon 
procurement is 
challengin ๏ argon 
depleted in 39Ar 
underground wells 
๏ both xenon and 
argon, storage and 
recuperation 
techniques

Ar, Ne: TREX-DM (TPC Rare Event eXperiment for 
Dark Matter) is intended to look for low mass WIMPs 
in the using light elements (Ne, Ar) as target in a high 
pressure TPC equipped with Micromegas readouts.

Cygnus: multi-ton gas target (SF6:He, HeCF4) using 
TPC for Directional DM search, MPGD optical 
readout
Dual-phase TPC LXe detectors: PandaX-4T, LZ
Dual-phase TPC LAr detector DarkSide -20k, Argo 
200k

electrodes with large (>2.5 m) diameters: wire, mesh 
micro-pattern

Non-accelerator experiments for Dark 
Matter search



Applica
tion -
Detecto
rcompo
nent

Technology Challanges From the input sessions

Trackin
g/PID

OpticalMPGD, 
Micromegas, 
GridPix, TPC

radio purity, 
cryogenic 
temperature,lo
w presure, 
high presure

ELENA: Antimatter experiments:
GBAR: H+ free fall chamber 
surrounded by 6 faces of the 
surrounding cube, each face with a 
60x60 cm2 triplet of Micromegas 
each with X and Y measurement. 
ALPHA-g: position sensitive 
particle detector, which provides 
information about antihydrogen 
annihilation location: TPC with 
MWPC amplification

ESS Neutron physics
Gd-deposited MPGD detectors
Ongoing development based on 
GEM, VMM3 + SRS readout
Requirements are:
- position resolution of few 100 
microns
- several m2 detector, high rates

Non-accelerator experiments on antimatter 
and neutron physics


